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Abstract: In this work, hourly measurements of global solar irradiances obtained from a pyranometer 
and direct normal irradiances obtained from sunshine duration sensor are assessed through an extensive 
quality control procedure and statistical analysis on the measured and derived solar parameters for a semi-
mountainous location using data from the last five years (2016-2020). This information and the method 
suggested concerning the solar energy capture systems and energy efficiency is useful for engineers who 
can therefore take knowledge of the local radiation levels. Furthermore, the direct horizontal irradiance can 
be easily calculated and the diffuse component can be estimated from the difference of global and direct 
horizontal irradiances. Monthly mean hourly values of the radiation components are also estimated and 
shown through isolines diagrams. Representative values of global direct and diffuse irradiances for different 
times of the year and different hour of the day can be easily read from these diagrams. Simultaneously, 
a similar analysis is carried out over various solar indices estimated on both hourly and daily basis. The 
derived solar indices are the clearness index for global, direct and diffuse radiation as well as the diffuse and 
direct fractions from global radiation. The interrelationships between the said indices are also examined. 
Additionally, the BRL (Boland-Ridley-Lauret) diffuse fraction model which is a multiple predictor logistic 
model was tested and can be used to estimate the diffuse and later the direct radiation component. The model 
is a function of clearness index (kt), the apparent solar time (AST), the solar altitude (αs), the daily clearness 
index (KT) and persistence parameter ψ which is an average of both a lag and lead of the clearness index. The 
outcome of the model shows that it can be used to estimate successfully the diffuse radiation.
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التقييم والتحليل الإحصائي للإشعاع الكلى بتحليله إلى مركباته المباشرة والمنتشرة  

س. باشيارديس 1 و  س. ا. كالوجيرو 2,1  
1 قسم الهندسة الميكانيكية وعلوم وهندسة المواد - جامعة قبرص للتكنولوجيا ، ص.ب 3603 ، 50329، 

ليماسول ، قبرص

2 عضو مؤسس في أكاديمية قبرص للعلوم والآداب والفنون

القياسات الساعية للإشعاعات الشمسية الكلية التي تم الحصول عليها من  ملخص: يتناول العمل الحالي تقييم 
مقياس الحرارة والإشعاعات الطبيعية المباشرة التي تم الحصول عليها من مستشعر مدة سطوع الشمس من خلال 
جبلي  شبه  لموقع  والمشتقة  المقاسة  الشمسية  المعلمات  على  الإحصائي  والتحليل  الشاملة  الجودة  مراقبة  إجراء 
يتعلق  فيما  المقترحة  والطريقة  المعلومات  هذه   .)2020-2016( الماضية  الخمس  السنوات  من  بيانات  باستخدام 
مستويات  معرفة  بالتالي  يمكنهم  الذين  للمهندسين  مفيدة  الطاقة  وكفاءة  الشمسية  الطاقة  التقاط  بأنظمة 
المنتشر من  المكون  المباشر بسهولة ويمكن تقدير  الأفقي  الإشعاع  ، يمكن حساب  الإشعاع المحلية. علاوة على ذلك 
الإشعاع  لمكونات  الساعة  لمتوسط    الشهرية  القيم  تقدير  أيضًا  يتم  والمباشرة.  العالمية  الأفقية  الإشعاعات  اختلاف 
وإظهارها من خلال مخططات العزل. يمكن قراءة القيم التمثيلية للإشعاعات العالمية المباشرة والمنتشرة لأوقات 
إجراء تحليل  يتم   ، الوقت  المخططات. في نفس  اليوم بسهولة من هذه  السنة وساعات مختلفة من  مختلفة من 
الطاقة  مؤشرات  يومي.  أساس  وعلى  ساعة  كل  أساس  على  المقدرة  المختلفة  الشمسية  الطاقة  لمؤشرات  مماثل 
الشمسية المشتقة هي مؤشر الوضوح للإشعاع العالمي والمباشر والمنتشر بالإضافة إلى الكسور المنتشرة والمباشرة من 
الإشعاع العالمي. كما يتم فحص العلاقات المتبادلة بين المؤشرات المذكورة. بالإضافة إلى ذلك ، تم اختبار نموذج 
الكسر المنتشر BRL )Boland-Ridley-Lauret( وهو نموذج لوجستي متعدد للتنبؤ ويمكن استخدامه لتقدير 
 ، )AST( والوقت الشمسي الظاهر ، )kt( الانتشار ثم عنصر الإشعاع المباشر لاحقًا. النموذج هو دالة لمؤشر الوضوح
والارتفاع الشمسي )αs( ، ومؤشر الوضوح اليومي )KT( ومعلمة الثبات ψ وهو متوسط   كل من التأخر والتقدم في 

مؤشر الوضوح. تظهر نتيجة النموذج أنه يمكن استخدامه لتقدير الإشعاع المنتشر بنجاح.
.

Keywords: quality control of solar radiation, solar radiation indices, statistical analysis, isoline diagrams, 
modeling diffuse radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the local solar radiation profile is essential to properly design solar energy systems. Solar 

energy is used in many applications that seek to optimize the capture of solar energy, so that, it is possible to 
reach energy savings and carry out sustainable energy consumption. Furthermore, solar radiation data are 
important for applications in meteorology, agriculture, crop modeling as well as in the health sector. Most 
of the solar radiation data registered by weather stations are global irradiance data measured on a horizontal 
surface. Additionally, solar radiation fractions, such as the direct and diffuse fractions, are required for 
several applications. As an example, the direct component is a basic input to predict the performance and 
to design concentrating solar plants. As global solar irradiance is more commonly measured at radiometric 
stations than their components, direct and diffuse components must be obtained through models. Different 
models can be found in literature to estimate these components. 

Global irradiance estimation and the prediction of its components, i.e. direct, diffuse and reflected 
radiation are widely discussed in literature. Considerable work has been done since the pioneer contribution 
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by Liu and Jordan (1960). Since then, several models and comparative analyses are presented and discussed. 
An extensive review of the measurements and modeling of all shortwave radiation components is given by 
Badescu (2008). In general, different models exist to predict solar irradiance. Two categories of solar radiation 
models can be distinguished: a) models that are based on meteorological data, such as cloudiness, sunshine 
duration, turbidity of the atmosphere and b) models that use global horizontal irradiance (Gueymard, 
2010). Examples from the first category are the Bird model (1981), METSTAT (1998), the REST2 (2008) and 
Ineichen model (2008). Details about the computation procedure of the said models are given by Myers (2013). 
Gueymard found that these models are consistently capable in predicting the solar irradiances.  In the second 
group we can classify the models which use the decomposition method by which global irradiance is splitted 
into its direct and diffuse components and are basically based on the clearness index (Gueymard, 2010). 
In this category we can classify the Orgill and Hollands (1977), Erbs et al. (1982) Skartveit et al. (1998) and 
Boland et al. (2008) to mention some of them. The separation models are still highly popular. They are often 
described in the literature as site-dependent, since they are essentially empirical in nature. Bolland model 
however, was found to perform satisfactorily at different sites.

The first objective of this work is to assess the measurements obtained by pyranometer and sunshine 
duration sensors through an extensive quality control procedure and perform statistical analysis on the 
measured and derived parameters. High accuracy measurements of direct normal irradiances can be 
obtained by pyrheliometers, but these are costly and therefore are too scarce for proper temporal or spatial 
coverage. For this purpose the sunshine duration sensor is used to measure the direct normal irradiance 
at an acceptable accuracy. Then, the direct horizontal irradiance can be easily calculated and the diffuse 
component can be estimated from the difference of global and direct horizontal irradiances. The second 
objective of this work is the implementation of BRL (Boland-Ridley-Lauret) diffuse fraction model  which is a 
multiple predictor logistic model developed by Ridley et al. (2010) and can be used to estimate the diffuse and 
later the direct radiation component. The model is a function of clearness index (kt), the apparent solar time 
(AST), the solar altitude (αs), the daily clearness index (KT) and persistence parameter ψ which is an average 
of both a lag and lead of the clearness index.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the materials and methods which are used to estimate 
direct horizontal and diffuse irradiances including the quality control procedure which was followed for both 
hourly and daily values. Section 3 presents a detailed statistical analysis of all radiation components and the 
derived radiation indices for both hourly and daily values. A subsection is devoted for the implementation of 
BRL model. Finally, section 4 concludes this paper and provides suggestions for future research.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hourly data of global horizontal irradiance (G) were obtained from the automatic weather station of 

Farmakas, a semi-mountainous location in Cyprus at the height of 833 m, covering the period 2016-
2020. A CM-11 Kipp & Zonen pyranometer was used for the measurements and the experimental error is 
approximately 2-3%. Its sensitivity is 8.21 μV/W/m2. For the sunshine duration data, a Kipp & Zonen CSD3 
sunshine duration sensor is used. The sensor is facing south with a slope (β) of 350 (local latitude) from the 
horizontal plane. Sunshine duration is defined by WMO as the time during which the direct solar radiation 
exceeds the level of 120 W/m2. The sensor, at the same time, estimates internally the direct normal irradiance 
(Bn) in W/m2.  The estimated value is less accurate than the value obtained by the pyrhiliometer which is 
installed at a solar tracker system (Kipp & Zonen, personal communication). The photosynthetic active 
radiation is measured by the PAR-LITE Quantum Sensor of Kipp & Zonen company and its sensitivity is 5.14 
μV/μmol/s m2 with an experimental error of about 5%. This measurement represents the number of photons 
between 400 and 700 nm incidents per square meter per second. The conversion factor of 4.57 μmol/J (or 
μmol/s /W) proposed by McCree (1972) is used to convert PPFD into its energy alternative (i.e., PARE). All 
the sensors are factory calibrated. Additionally, the station is equipped with air temperature and relative 
humidity sensors which are installed at the screen level of 1.2 m above the surface. The station’s coordinates 
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are presented in Table 1 and the location of the station is shown in Figure 1.

Table (1). Station’s coordinates and mean annual air temperature (Ta), Relative humidity (RH) and annual 
number of sunshine duration (Sd). 

Station
Long. (E) 

(deg.)
Lat. (N) 

(deg.)
Elev. (m) Distance1 Ta (0C) RH (%) Sd (hrs)

Farmakas 33.134 34.921 833 23 16.9 56 2555
Note: 1= Shortest distance from coast in Km.

The average air temperature in summer is about 27 0C while during the winter is about 9 0C.  The maximum 
air temperature exceeds the value of 40 0C on some days in the summer, while the lowest air temperature 
reaches -5 0C in winter. The average annual rainfall is about 700 mm and occurs between October and May. 
The summer season is dry with clear sky conditions. Periodically, the island is under the effect of the Saharan 
Air Layer which is characterized by high content of mineral dust. Dust conditions are more frequent in spring 
and autumn, although they are observed in some cases in winter and summer. The prevailing wind direction 
is north-easterly during the day and south to south-easterly during the night. The average annual daily global 
radiation is 17.5 MJ/m2 and the cumulative annual irradiation is about 6400 MJ/m2. The annual number of 
sunshine duration is about 2555 hours and about 148 days are considered as clear days. On the other hand, 
cloudy conditions are recorded for about 44 days, and the respective number of partially cloudy days is 173 
days.

Figure (1). Map of Cyprus showing the location of Farmakas and actinometric stations of Athalassa and 
Larnaca.

2.1. Estimation of direct irradiance on a horizontal surface
According to Myers (2013), the horizontal beam irradiance (B) can be calculated from the normal beam 

irradiance (Bn) from the following equation: 
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where θz is the solar zenith angle (SZA) which is given by: 

.................................................................................................. ( )cos cos cos cos sin sin 2zi z d ~ z d= +

      where, φ is the latitude of the location, δ is the solar declination angle (deg) and ω is the hour angle 
(deg). The solar declination and hour angles are estimated by the following equations:

 
. ( ( ) / ) ................................................................................................... ( )sin d23 45 360 284 365 3n#d = +

( )/ ................................................................................................................................... ( )AST 12 15 4~ = -

where dn is the day of the year (1..365) and AST is the apparent solar time for the given day in hours. The 
local time (t) is converted to solar time (AST) using the following equation:

( ) .................................................................................................................. ( )AST t E c4 5st tm m= - - + -

where c is the correction for summer time (c=1 for summer and c=0 for winter), stλ  is the reference 
longitude of the time zone which is positive to the east of Greenwich and for Cyprus is 300, λ is the longitude 
of the location and Et is the equation of time in minutes and can be estimated from the following equations:

. . . ............................................................................................... ( )sin cos sinE A A A9 87 2 7 53 1 5 6t = - -

where

( ) / .............................................................................................................................. ( )A d360 81 365 7n= -

Then, the hourly diffuse irradiance (D) is the difference between the global and the horizontal beam 
irradiance:

D=G-B  ......................................................................................................................................................  (8)

The irradiance falling on a plane at normal incidence at the top of the atmosphere (G0n) can be estimated 
from the following equation:

[ . ( / )] ( / ) ....................................................................... ( )cosG G d W m1 0 033 360 365 9n sc n0
2#= +

Where Gsc is the solar constant (1367 W/m2). Then, the irradiance on a horizontal plane at the top of the 
atmosphere can be estimated by the following equation:

( ) ( / ) .................................................... ( )cos cos cos cos sin sinG G G W m 10n z n0 0 0
2i z d ~ z d= = +

Then, the daily total global irradiation which is obtained by a horizontal plane at the top of the atmosphere 
(G0d) is obtained by integrating Eq. 10 from sunrise to sunset and is given by the following equation:

( / ) [( ( / ) )] ( / ) ........................... ( )cos cos sin sin sinG G W m24 360 180 11d n s s0 0
2# r z d ~ r~ z d= +

where ωs is the sunset hour angle and is given by:

( ) ....................................................................................................................... ( )cos tan tan 12s
1~ z d= --

The daily sums of global and horizontal beam radiation are obtained from the hourly values. Therefore, 
the daily diffuse irradiation (Dd) on a horizontal surface can be estimated by:

( ) ......................................................................................................................................... ( )cosB B 1n zi=
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Dd=Gd-Bd  ...............................................................................................................................................  (13)

   Furthermore, the astronomical day length (S0d) which is the computed time during which the center of 
the solar disk is above an altitude of zero degrees (without allowance for atmospheric refraction) is given by:

( / . ) ( ) ( ) ......................................................................................... ( )cos tan tanS hrs1 1 75 14d0
1 z d= --

 2.2. Quality Control process

2.2.1 Quality control of hourly values
To check for any major problems with the data before testing every single variable, fingerprint plots are 

used to demonstrate the variation of the radiation components. In these plots the x-axis represents a day 
in the year and the y-axis represents an hour of the day, with a color scale from blue to red showing the 
various levels of the presented variables. The graphs (not shown here) do not show any major problem with 
the measurements. 

The quality control procedures for the solar irradiances are based on checking whether the measurements 
are within certain limits, such as physically possible limits (PPL), extremely rare limits (ERL), and configurable 
limits as proposed by BSRN group (Long and Shi, 2008). The PPL process checks extremely large errors in 
radiation data, while the ERL process identifies cases which exceed the rare limits over very short time periods. 
The lower bound of the limits is naturally zero, although BSRN suggests -4 W/m2 for PPL and -2 W/m2 for ERL 
lower limits of the radiation components.  The upper bound of these limits is shown in Table 2a. Furthermore, 
the BSRN group has proposed configurable limits based on several years of measurements in various sites 
in the United States. Based on the radiation measurements of the Great Plains of the continental USA, the 
formulas for these tests are given in Table 2b. The limits labeled ‘1st level’ are the smallest testing limits, while 
those labeled ‘2nd level’ are the second set of limits. Data above these limits are excluded from the data set. 

Table (2a). The upper bounds for the ‘physically possible’ (PPL) and ‘extremely rare’ (ERL) limits as 
proposed by BSRN group, which are used for checking the radiation parameters.

Parameter Upper bound (W/m2)
PPL ERL

Global Irradiance (G) . ( )cosG1 5 100.
n z0

1 2# i + . ( )cosG1 2 50.
n z0

1 2# i +

Direct Normal Irradiance (Bn)
G0n . ( )cosG0 95 10.

n z0
0 2# i +

Direct Horizontal. Irr (Bh) ( )cosG n z0 i . ( )cosG0 95 10.
n z0

1 2# i +

Diffuse Irradiance (D) . ( )cosG0 95 50.
n z0

1 2# i + . ( )cosG0 75 30.
n z0

1 2# i +
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Table (2b). The configurable upper limits (1st and 2nd levels’) for checking the radiation parameters.

Parameter Configurable Limits (W/m2) Level

Global Horizontal Irradiance (G)

. ( )cosG0 97 55.
n z0

1 2# i +
2nd

. ( )cosG0 92 50.
n z0

1 2# i +
1st

Direct Normal Irradiance (Bn)

. ( )cosG0 86 15.
n z0

0 2# i +
2nd

. ( )cosG0 82 10.
n z0

0 2# i +
1st

Direct Horizontal Irradiance (B)

. ( )cosG0 86 15.
n z0

1 2# i +
2nd

. ( )cosG0 82 10.
n z0

1 2# i +
1st

Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (D)

. ( )cosG0 58 35.
n z0

1 2# i +
2nd

. ( )cosG0 52 30.
n z0

1 2# i +
1st

The following plots illustrate the various tests outlined in the preceding paragraphs based on 5 year 
measurements and estimations of shortwave irradiances. Figure 2 shows the highest limits of global, direct 
horizontal and diffuse irradiances. The analysis shows that all the data are within the proposed limits. Quite 
a few observations are outside the configurable limits of global irradiance. The clear sky beam horizontal 
irradiance is based on the Linke turbidity factor and is given by Scharmer and Greif,2000):

( . ( )) ......................................................................... ( )exp cosB T m m1367 0 8662 15c LK r z# # #f d i= -

where ε is the correction factor to mean solar distance, TLK is the Linke turbidity factor, m is the optical 
air mass corrected for the station height and δr(m) is the Rayleigh optical depth at air mass m. For clear 
atmosphere TLK = 2. The optical air mass can be calculated from the Kasten and Young (1989) equation as:

/ ( / ) .......................................................................................................................... ( )expP P z 8400 170 = -] g
where αs is the solar elevation angle and z is the elevation of the station in m. The Rayleigh optical thickness 

is calculated from the following equations. If m<20, then:

 / ( . . . . . ) ................................................. ( )m m m m m1 6 6296 1 7513 0 1202 0 0065 0 0003 18r
2 3 4d = + - + -] g

If m>20, then:

/( . . ) .................................................................................................................... ( )m m1 10 4 0 718 19rd = +] g
   The photosynthetic active irradiance (PARE) was also tested against the relevant extraterrestrial PAR 

irradiance (PARE0). The photosynthetic photon flux densities (μmol s-1 m-2) are converted into irradiance units 

/ / . . ........................................................................... ( )sinm P P 0 50572 6 07995 16.
s s0

1 6364
a a= + + -] _ ^g h i
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using the conversion factor of 4.57 μmol s-1 W-1 which was proposed by McCree (1972). The extraterrestrial 
PAR irradiance was estimated using Eq. (10) and setting the solar constant for the visible spectrum as 534.6 
W/m2 (Gueymard, 2004). All PAR data are within the above limits.

Figure (2). Hourly data of downwelling shortwave irradiances: a) Global b) Direct horizontal and c) Diffuse 
irradiances (W/m2) with their PPL, ERL and configurable limits. Estimated clear sky irradiances 
are also shown in the graphs.
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The comparison tests are concentrated on the ratios of kb, kd, and kt. The ratio of horizontal beam irradiance 
(B) to the global irradiance G is defined as kb; kd is the fraction of diffuse irradiance (D) to the global (G); kt is 
the clearness index, i.e., the ratio of global irradiance to the extraterrestrial irradiance:

kb=B/G  ................................................................................................................................... (20)  

kd=D/G  ................................................................................................................................... (21)   

kt=G/G0 ................................................................................................................................... (22)   

The ratio kb is always lower than 1. The upper bound of the kd ratio is 1, although it can be slightly higher 
than 1 (i.e., 1.15). This usually occurs in the morning after sunrise or in the afternoon before sunset when 
the solar elevation angle is low and the diffuse irradiance is slightly higher than that of global irradiance 
due to the cosine effect of the lower sun angles. Therefore, to avoid this problem, cases of diffuse irradiances 
below 50 of sun elevation angle were excluded from the data set (Younes et al., 2005). Only few observations 
are considered invalid when low kd values are associated with low kt values. This occurs when the sensor is 
covered with environmental debris. 

Another quality control test is the step test. This test is based on time consistency which compares 
the difference between successive measurements. If the difference exceeds an allowed value, then both 
observations are flagged as suspects. Estevez et al. (2011) proposed the following values for different variables: 
for hourly global irradiance the limit is 555 W/m2 and for hourly temperature it is set to 7 0C, while for relative 
humidity the suggested value is 45%. The data set confirms the limits of the above variables.

Finally, the persistency test was applied to check the variability of the measurements. When a sensor fails, 
it will often report a constant value. No days have been detected with a constant value.

2.2.2. Quality control of daily values
The quality control process was also extended to the daily sums of global solar irradiation and daily 

sunshine duration values. Firstly, the daily values of Global irradiation (Gd), were checked against the 
extraterrestrial daily irradiation (G0d). The daily values of Gd should be lower than G0d, but they should be 
higher than the lower limit of 0.03 G0d  during overcast conditions (Scharmer and Greif, 2000). As can be seen 
in Fig. 3, Gd is lower than the upper limit of G0d and it is generally higher than the lower limit.

The second test is a comparison test between the extreme values of daily sums of global irradiation and 
the respective daily sums on clear days. The daily sums should only exceed the clear sky values with high 
atmospheric transparency by a small amount, i.e., Gd < 1.1 Gcd . The daily clear irradiation was estimated using 
two empirical models. The first model was proposed by Hottel (1976) which combines the beam transmittance 
and the diffuse expression developed by Lui and Jordan (1960). 

/ / ..................................................................................... ( )cos exp cosB G k k k 23nc n z z0 0 1 2i i= + -] _ ^g hi

. . ............................................................................................... ( )cosD G B0 2710 0 2939 24c n n z0 # # i= -

  where Bnc is the normal beam clear sky irradiance, Dc is the diffuse clear sky irradiance and the parameters 
k0, k1 and k2 are functions of the site elevation only. 

The second model was proposed by Haurwitz (1945) and is a function of the zenith angle. This model was 
tested by Ianetz (2007) in Israel showing high performance. The equation involved in the said model is shown 
below:

. / ............................................................................................... ( )cos exp cosG 1098 0 057 25c z z#i i= -^ h
The third test compares the monthly mean daily values with those at nearby stations of Athalassa, 

Mathiatis  two inland locations and Larnaca a coastal one (Kalogirou et al., 2017).  Almost similar values of 
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monthly daily means are observed at the four stations, although the measurement period of the two stations 
is different from that in the current study. Larnaca shows the higher values from the other stations. The rest 
three inland stations have a similar trend. It has to be noted that Farmakas and Mathiatis have common 
period of measurements. 

Finally, the daily sums of sunshine duration (Sd) should not exceed the daylength (S0d), i.e., Sd < S0d .  All 
the values passed this test. 

Figure (3). Daily totals of global irradiation (MJ/m2) compared to the respective extraterrestrial and 
clear-sky irradiation. The daily totals of PAR and their extraterrestrial values are also shown on 

the graph.

The time series plots of the daily irradiation in MJ/m2 of all the radiation components are shown in Figure 
4. The similarities of diffuse and PARE are evident. Both variables  range mainly between 2 and 12 MJ/m2. The 
highest horizontal direct irradiation reaches the value of 24 MJ/m2, while the highest daily recorded global 
radiation is 31.9 MJ/m2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Hourly values
The variation of the hourly measured and estimated values of the shortwave radiation components with the 

solar zenith angle and the associated clearness index is illustrated in Fig. 5. High global and direct horizontal 
irradiances are associated with high clearness index, while higher diffuse irradiances are associated with 
lower clearness indices. Global irradiance is decreased almost exponentially with increasing SZA for a given 
kt interval. The top three layers of kt show the clear sky conditions. This relationship can be expressed as:

( ) .................................................................................................................................... ( )cosG G 26max z
bi=

    where Gmax is the maximum global irradiance for each kt interval and b describes how G changes with 
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the cosine of SZA. The dependence of Gmax on kt can be described by the cubic equation as:

. . . . .............................................................................. ( )G k k k96 36 283 17 5 06652 4298 54 27max t t t
2 3= - + -

Figure (4). Time series plots of the daily irradiation values of a) Global, b) Direct horizontal, c) Diffuse and 
d) PARE in MJ/m2.

In the second step, b was obtained from analyzing the relationship between hourly G and the cosine of 
zenith angle using a non-linear statistical method. The value of b was estimated at 0.93 with a standard error 
of 0.029. 

Figure (5). Global solar irradiances as a function of solar zenith angle and clearness index.
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3.1.1 Monthly average hourly irradiances
The daily variation of the average hourly global irradiance is shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows that the 

hourly average global irradiance fluctuates between 390 W/m2 in January and 940 W/m2 in July at local 
noon. The respective ranges of direct horizontal irradiances are 225 W/m2 and 650 W/m2, while the diffuse 
irradiances fluctuate between 160 W/m2 and 330 W/m2. The curves of each month of global irradiances are 
symmetrical around the local noon. As it can be seen, the curves can be classified in 5 groups with similarities 
with respect to their variation. Starting from the top curves, the first group represents the summer months 
(June, July and August) and slightly below it is the second with the months of April, May and September. 
March and October consists the third group which is followed by the group of the months of February and 
November and the last group is the winter months of January and December. 

Figure (6). Daily variation of the average hourly global irradiance (W/m2).

In Figure 7, Monthly Mean Hourly (MMH) values of global, direct and diffuse irradiances on horizontal 
surfaces in W/m2 are shown for Farmakas by means of isoline diagrams. These graphs show representative 
values of irradiances for each hour of every month of the year. July is the month with maximum values 
of all radiation components. At noon, MMH of global irradiance is greater than 700 W/m2, and the direct 
horizontal irradiance is greater than 500 W/m2. The respective diffuse irradiance is greater than 200 W/m2. At 
noon, values of about 400 and 500 W/m2 are obtained for winter months for global irradiances.

The variability of the four shortwave hourly irradiances is demonstrated with the graph of boxplots for 
each month of the year. The boxplot presents the median and the Interquartile Range (IQR) as well as the 
outliers (asterisks) of each variable (Fig. 8). The smooth line represents the mean values of irradiances for each 
month of the year. As it can be seen no outliers are observed for the hourly global irradiances, while outliers 
for the direct irradiances are observed only in January. On the other hand, outliers at the higher values 
are observed in almost all the months of the year for the estimated hourly diffuse irradiances. The highest 
monthly mean values of the hourly irradiances are recorded in June or July and the lowest in December or 
January. The monthly mean hourly global irradiances range between 210 and 550 W/m2, while those for the 
direct horizontal irradiances range between 110 and 380 W/m2. The monthly mean hourly values of diffuse 
irradiances are relatively constant throughout the year and they range mainly between 100 and 200 W/m2.
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Figure (7. a) Isoline diagrams of monthly mean hourly global, b) direct horizontal and c) diffuse irradiance 
values (W/m2).
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Figure (8). Boxplots of hourly a) Global, b) Direct Normal, c) Direct Horizontal and d) Diffuse irradiances 
(W/m2) for each month of the year at Farmakas. The symbol of the median values is presented as 
(-) in the boxplot. The asterisks denote the outliers. The smooth line represents the mean values of 
each month.

The annual Cumulative Density Curves (CDF) for each variable are shown in Fig. 9. The percentiles of 
each variable can be obtained from the graph. For example, the 50 percentile represents a value of 380 W/
m2 for global irradiances, 400 W/m2 for direct normal, 200 W/m2 for direct horizontal and 135 W/m2 for the 
diffuse irradiances. The figure indicates that in 50% of the hourly irradiances are less than above values . The 
reference line of 500 W/m2 suggests that Bn is less than the reference value in 55% of the hourly values, while 
G and B are less than the reference value in about 60% and 80% of the cases, respectively.

The following linear relationship was developed between horizontal beam irradiance and global 
irradiance: 

. . . ..................................................................................................... ( )B G R49 02 0 777 0 94 282=- + =

Strong relationship was also established between PARE and global irradiance:

. . . ............................................................................................... ( )PARE G R0 543 0 392 0 99 292=- + =

3.1.2. Hourly Indices
The definition of various hourly indices was introduced in the section of quality control process. The 

monthly variability of each index is presented in Figure 10. Monthly means of kt range between 0.3 and 0.6 
with the highest occurring in summer. Almost similar pattern is followed by the beam fraction (kb) and the 
normal beam clearness index (kbn) but with slight different range of ratios. On the other hand, the diffuse 
fraction (kd) shows higher values in winter and the lowest in summer. However, kd has a lot of outliers in 
the summer months, since few days with clouds can cause this variability. The isolines diagram for MMH 
values of kt is shown in Figure 11.  As can be seen, values higher than 0.65 are obtained for the period of May-
September, indicating a high percentage of clear days. 
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Figure (9). Annual Cumulative Density Function (CDF) curves of the solar radiation components (W/m2).

Figure (10). Monthly variability of each hourly index.
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Figure (11). Isolines diagram for Monthly Mean Hourly (MMH) values of clearness index (kt)

The relationships between the above indices and the clearness index are illustrated in Fig. 12. The diffuse 
clearness index shows its higher variability in the range of 0.35 < kt < 0.65, i.e., during partly cloudy conditions.
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Figure (12. a) Horizontal beam fraction (kb), and b) Diffuse fraction (kd) as a function of clearness index 
(kt).

A correlation between the hourly direct horizontal irradiance and clearness index is presented in Fig. 13. 
A second degree polynomial curve has been obtained as the best fitting curve as shown in Fig. 13 (thick solid 
line). The mathematical expression for the fitting curve is: 

. . . ........................................................................................ ( )B k k R55 16 556 9 1561 0 896 30t t
2 2= - + =

Figure (13). Correlation between the hourly direct horizontal irradiance (B) and clearness index (kt)
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3.1.3. Modeling of hourly diffuse solar fraction with multiple predictors
The generic multiple predictor logistic model developed by Ridley et al. (2010) known as BRL (Boland-

Ridley-Lauret) model was used to estimate the diffuse irradiance. The model is a function of clearness index 
(kt), the apparent solar time (AST), solar altitude (αs), daily clearness index (KT) and persistence ψ:

/ . . . . . . .................................... ( )expk k AST K1 1 3 03 5 33 0 008 0 005 0 77 0 2 31d t s Ta }= + - + + - + -_ ^ hi
The ‘persistence’ term is an average of both a lag and a lead of the clearness index for each hour of the day. 

The model was developed based on a four years ‘training data set’ (2016-2019) and the performance of the 
model was tested against the ‘validation data set’ of the year 2020, using the most popular statistical methods 
such as Mean Bias Error (MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and the coefficient of determination 
(R2). For higher modeling accuracy, these estimators should be closer to zero, and R2 should approach 1. 
The estimated parameters shown in the above equation were close to those obtained by Ridley et al. (2010) 
at Adelaide of Australia, i.e., a location with similar climatic conditions to Cyprus. Then, the direct normal 
irradiance (Bn_est) is calculated from the following equation: 

/ ......................................................................................................................... ( )cosB G k G 32n d z_est i= -^ h

The statistical measures of the estimated errors between the estimated direct normal irradiance (Ei) and 
the measured one (Mi) are given by the following equations:

............................................................................................................................ ( )MBE n E M1 33i i

i

n

1

= -
=

^ h/

.................................................................................................................... ( )RMSE n E M1 34i i

i

n
2

1

= -
=

^ h/

Figure 14 shows the BRL diffuse fraction model fit (Eq. (31)) to Farmakas data for the year 2020. As shown 
the fitting of the spread of the data is much better than a simple line. 

Figure (14). The BRL diffuse fraction model fit to the study station data (validation data set of the year 
2020).
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3.2. Daily values
Daily solar radiation components have been analyzed and compared in this study. Figure 4 shows the 

temporal evolution of daily irradiation components at Farmakas. Data reveal a common evolution shape 
with maxima in summer and minima in winter, due to the daily minimum solar zenith angle and day-length 
(astronomical factors) variation during the year. Large fluctuations are occurred in spring and autumn during 
the transition from cold to warm weather and vice versa. The maximum of daily global solar horizontal 
irradiation is reached in June or July and it is almost 32 MJ/m2. The daily maximum of beam normal irradiation 
is slightly higher (33 MJ/m2), while the maximum horizontal daily irradiation is 23.5 MJ/m2. The maximum 
daily diffuse irradiation is around 12 MJ/m2 and the maximum daily PARE is slightly higher (12.5 MJ/m2).

Table 3 shows the mean daily values and their standard deviations of all the radiation components for 
each month of the year for the whole period of measurements. The variability of the daily values of the four 
radiation components is also demonstrated through the boxplots of each month of the year (Figure 15). 
The boxplot presents the mean and median, the IQR as well as the outliers of each variable. The smooth 
curve represents the mean daily values of each month of the year. As indicated from the length of the 
boxplots, the spring season shows the greatest variability. Outliers are observed mainly in July, although 
the daily diffuse irradiation shows outliers in almost all the months of the year. The monthly mean daily 
values of the three radiation components are almost similar to those obtained from Athalassa and Larnaca 
(Pashiardis et al., 2017). A quadratic equation describes the relationship between the daily beam horizontal 
irradiation (Bd) and the daily global irradiation (Gd):

. . . . ................................................................................... ( )B G G R1 997 0 725 0 002 0 93 35d d d
2 2=- + + =

Almost similar equation was obtained for Athalassa and Larnaca (Pashiardis et al., 2017).

Table (3). Mean daily and maximum values and the standard deviations of all the radiation components for 
each month of the year and for the whole period of measurements (MJ/m2). 

Month Mean StDev Max Mean StDev Max Mean StDev Max Mean StDev Max Mean StDev Max
1 7.8 3.28 14.5 8.6 6.83 23.4 4.0 3.23 11.6 3.5 1.03 6.6 3.1 1.19 5.4
2 11.1 4.11 18.8 10.9 7.26 27.1 5.8 3.99 14.7 4.7 1.28 7.4 4.4 1.50 7.2
3 16.4 5.19 24.9 15.8 8.76 31.0 9.7 5.50 20.3 6.1 1.55 10.9 6.3 1.89 9.5
4 21.2 5.80 28.9 19.1 8.89 33.3 12.9 6.31 23.3 7.3 1.55 11.6 8.2 2.12 11.1
5 23.9 5.75 31.9 21.0 7.54 32.2 15.0 5.80 23.3 8.8 1.26 12.1 9.3 2.16 12.1
6 25.8 4.89 31.7 22.7 6.54 32.2 16.4 5.14 23.5 9.4 0.88 11.8 10.2 1.88 12.5
7 27.6 3.29 31.4 26.3 4.79 31.4 19.1 3.77 23.2 8.5 0.85 11.4 10.9 1.23 12.4
8 24.3 3.48 29.1 25.0 5.30 32.0 17.5 3.98 22.8 6.7 0.95 9.5 9.6 1.33 11.4
9 19.8 3.79 25.3 22.6 5.95 30.2 14.5 4.09 20.5 5.2 0.70 7.5 7.8 1.40 9.9
10 14.4 3.70 20.6 17.6 6.45 28.2 9.9 3.82 17.0 4.4 0.89 6.8 5.6 1.35 8.1
11 10.1 2.95 15.5 13.3 6.48 25.4 6.5 3.24 13.0 3.6 0.82 5.7 3.9 1.07 5.9
12 7.7 2.74 11.8 10.3 6.68 22.2 4.5 2.97 9.7 3.1 0.86 5.8 3.0 0.98 4.5

Year 17.5 8.10 31.9 17.9 8.93 33.3 11.4 6.74 23.5 5.9 2.38 12.1 6.9 3.15 12.5

Gd Bnd Bd Dd PAREd

The annual Cumulative Density Functions (CDF) for the daily values of all the radiation components 
are shown in Fig. 16. The figure indicates that in 80% of the year, the daily sums of diffuse irradiation is less 
than 8.5 MJ/m2, less than 18.9 MJ/m2 for direct horizontal, less than 26.5 MJ/m2 for global and less than 27.5 
MJ/m2 for direct normal irradiation.
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Figure (15). Boxplots of daily Global (Gd), Direct normal (Bnd), Direct horizontal (Bd) and Diffuse (Dd) 
irradiation (MJ/m2) for each month of the year. The smooth line represents the mean daily values 
of each month for each variable.

Figure (16). Annual Cumulative Frequency Density (CDF) curves of the daily Global (Gd), Direct normal 
(Bnd), Direct horizontal (Bd) and Diffuse (Dd) irradiation (MJ/m2).
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3.2.1. Daily Clearness index and relative sunshine duration
The clearness index (KT), for a particular time interval, is defined as the ratio of the global radiation to 

the extraterrestrial radiation. It is an objective measure of the influence of cloud cover on the solar radiation 
flux. In this analysis, the range of clearness index values corresponding to three day types is defined as follows 
(Iqbal, 1983):

Clear days: KT ≥ 0.65

Partly cloudy days: 0.35 < KT < 0.65

Cloudy days: KT  ≤ 0.35

The variation of the daily clearness index throughout the year is shown in Figure 17. It is clear that in 
summer months there are no cloudy days. The monthly statistics based on the daily clearness index values 
for Farmakas are reported in Table 4. Also listed in the table is the number of days according to the above 
classification for each month. The annual average of KT is 0.565 with a standard deviation of 0.161. The average 
values of the daily clearness index range between 0.423 in January to 0.679 in July. The annual number of 
cloudy days is 44.4 (12.16%), the respective number for partially cloudy days is 172.6 (47.29%) and 148 days are 
classified as clear days representing the 40.55% of the annual number of days. As it can be seen, the summer 
months are classified mainly as clear days. 

Figure (17). Daily clearness index (KT) for each day of the year. The reference lines indicate the thresholds 
for the classification of the days according to the value of KT.
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Table 4. Monthly statistics of daily clearness index and number of days (N) according to the above 
classification for each month of the year.

Month N Mean StDev CV (%) Min Q1 Median Q3 Max N Percent N Percent N Percent
1 155 0.423 0.175 41.25 0.030 0.276 0.417 0.587 0.753 11.8 3.23 16.0 4.38 3.2 0.88
2 140 0.481 0.173 35.86 0.043 0.353 0.491 0.632 0.741 6.8 1.86 14.8 4.05 6.4 1.75
3 155 0.554 0.173 31.11 0.065 0.458 0.587 0.693 0.767 4.6 1.26 14.6 4.00 11.8 3.23
4 150 0.590 0.158 26.74 0.219 0.493 0.634 0.726 0.778 4.2 1.15 12.0 3.29 13.8 3.78
5 155 0.598 0.142 23.73 0.202 0.482 0.647 0.719 0.778 2.0 0.55 13.8 3.78 15.2 4.16
6 150 0.622 0.118 18.93 0.354 0.522 0.675 0.728 0.763 0.0 0.00 13.8 3.78 16.2 4.44
7 155 0.679 0.080 11.74 0.344 0.647 0.713 0.735 0.760 0.2 0.05 8.0 2.19 22.8 6.25
8 155 0.651 0.091 13.91 0.358 0.590 0.679 0.723 0.756 0.0 0.00 12.0 3.29 19.0 5.21
9 150 0.625 0.115 18.37 0.300 0.548 0.678 0.714 0.752 0.6 0.16 13.2 3.62 16.2 4.44
10 155 0.575 0.134 23.34 0.100 0.483 0.599 0.694 0.766 2.2 0.60 16.8 4.60 12.0 3.29
11 150 0.521 0.144 27.67 0.137 0.440 0.544 0.647 0.715 4.2 1.15 18.8 5.15 7.0 1.92
12 155 0.456 0.161 35.42 0.056 0.350 0.471 0.599 0.691 7.8 2.14 18.8 5.15 4.4 1.21

Year 1825 0.565 0.161 28.44 0.030 0.465 0.610 0.703 0.778 44.4 12.16 172.6 47.29 148.0 40.55

Cloudy (KT≤0.35) Partly Cloudy (0.35<KT<0.65) Clear (KT≥0.65)Clearness Index (KT)

Table 5. Monthly statistics of daily global (Gd), normal beam (Bnd), horizontal beam (Bd) and diffuse (Dd) 
radiation (MJ/m2) for clear, partially cloudy and cloudy days for Farmakas. N is the number of days 
according to the above classification.

Cloudy
Month N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max

1 59 4.34 1.41 4.46 6.79 59 2.18 1.87 1.58 7.36 59 0.96 0.81 0.70 3.21 59 3.34 0.96 3.38 5.68
2 34 5.69 1.89 6.12 8.69 34 2.67 2.18 2.32 7.79 34 1.34 1.03 1.17 3.59 34 4.34 1.43 4.48 7.11
3 23 6.73 2.27 7.24 9.16 23 2.35 1.96 2.09 6.43 23 1.35 1.06 1.18 3.27 23 5.31 1.76 5.54 7.94
4 21 10.39 1.45 10.72 12.38 21 5.60 2.38 5.68 10.76 21 3.38 1.36 3.16 6.44 21 6.99 1.20 6.99 9.51
5 10 11.69 1.97 12.52 13.92 10 8.06 3.91 8.79 13.76 10 4.86 2.35 5.49 7.84 10 6.78 0.87 6.79 8.46
6 0 0 0 0
7 1 13.73 * 13.73 13.73 1 9.69 * 9.69 9.69 1 5.67 * 5.67 5.67 1 8.01 * 8.01 8.01
8 0 0 0 0
9 3 10.48 0.63 10.12 11.21 3 10.02 1.96 9.12 12.27 3 5.65 1.13 5.00 6.96 3 4.82 0.49 5.10 5.11
10 11 6.54 1.66 6.71 8.64 11 4.89 2.89 4.69 10.53 11 2.57 1.49 2.57 5.69 11 3.93 1.05 4.24 5.33
11 21 4.81 1.45 5.02 7.09 21 2.63 2.27 2.05 8.64 21 1.22 1.02 0.94 3.90 21 3.54 0.92 3.55 5.19
12 39 3.99 1.32 4.28 5.86 39 2.48 1.91 2.23 6.43 39 1.03 0.82 0.97 2.67 39 2.93 0.73 3.09 4.40

P. Cloudy 
Month N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max

1 80 9.35 1.76 9.43 12.33 75 11.47 4.49 10.73 19.92 75 5.36 2.16 5.02 9.20 75 3.75 0.99 3.55 6.23
2 74 11.53 2.27 11.61 16.36 72 11.62 4.59 11.25 19.90 72 6.23 2.58 6.06 11.23 72 5.13 1.04 4.99 7.43
3 73 15.71 2.36 16.05 21.40 70 13.79 4.44 13.90 21.64 69 8.47 2.86 8.67 14.93 69 6.84 1.41 6.66 10.87
4 60 19.38 3.06 19.34 24.30 60 15.87 3.78 15.83 23.68 60 10.62 2.80 10.40 16.53 60 8.32 1.41 8.21 11.64
5 69 20.37 3.42 20.40 26.09 69 15.82 4.33 15.90 26.06 69 11.01 3.22 10.91 17.87 69 9.27 1.13 9.22 11.90
6 69 21.16 3.13 21.39 26.66 69 16.46 3.94 16.87 23.59 69 11.41 2.84 11.41 16.90 69 9.71 0.97 9.74 11.81
7 40 23.23 2.55 23.45 26.74 40 19.78 3.61 20.58 24.46 40 13.95 2.70 14.33 17.83 40 9.23 0.63 9.21 10.81
8 60 20.74 2.72 21.24 25.32 60 19.40 3.70 19.74 25.58 60 13.27 2.71 13.50 18.09 60 7.41 0.80 7.31 9.51
9 66 16.74 2.62 16.75 22.10 66 17.42 3.78 17.61 24.03 66 11.05 2.67 11.05 16.20 66 5.65 0.56 5.57 7.47
10 84 13.08 2.23 13.04 18.09 84 14.62 3.43 14.65 21.59 84 8.21 2.20 8.05 13.23 84 4.83 0.79 4.86 6.78
11 94 10.15 1.74 10.02 13.44 94 12.65 3.79 12.54 20.52 94 6.23 1.98 5.99 10.48 94 3.85 0.70 3.82 5.71
12 94 8.38 1.52 8.29 11.28 94 11.18 4.54 11.03 19.98 94 4.94 2.04 4.80 9.10 94 3.41 0.84 3.29 5.84

Clear
Month N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max N Mean StDev Median Max

1 16 12.75 0.78 12.82 14.52 14 20.48 3.10 20.62 23.44 14 9.57 1.55 9.76 11.56 14 3.10 1.33 2.63 6.60
2 32 16.01 1.55 16.13 18.76 23 20.85 4.66 22.44 27.08 20 11.98 1.13 11.81 14.65 20 3.59 0.98 3.41 6.04
3 59 21.03 1.81 20.67 24.94 48 25.10 3.89 24.75 31.04 47 15.53 2.53 15.03 20.32 47 5.33 1.03 5.18 8.15
4 69 26.06 1.43 26.25 28.93 51 28.38 3.29 28.88 33.26 51 19.56 2.20 19.92 23.25 51 6.21 0.95 6.22 8.51
5 76 28.73 1.35 28.95 31.90 75 27.44 2.95 27.40 32.23 75 20.11 2.05 20.10 23.27 75 8.59 1.09 8.46 12.06
6 81 29.81 1.13 30.04 31.75 81 27.93 2.31 28.17 32.16 81 20.60 1.72 20.95 23.54 81 9.17 0.72 9.13 11.21
7 114 29.26 1.12 29.32 31.40 114 28.67 1.91 29.20 31.36 114 21.03 1.45 21.48 23.25 114 8.20 0.75 8.21 11.44
8 95 26.48 1.52 26.41 29.09 95 28.55 2.16 28.97 32.04 95 20.13 1.69 20.30 22.80 95 6.28 0.75 6.19 8.18
9 81 22.59 1.52 22.68 25.26 81 27.28 2.00 27.61 30.18 81 17.68 1.54 17.87 20.51 81 4.88 0.60 4.95 6.09
10 60 17.73 1.71 17.84 20.64 60 24.17 1.95 24.30 28.23 60 13.70 1.47 13.73 17.01 60 3.99 0.74 3.89 5.64
11 35 13.28 1.01 13.08 15.50 35 21.31 1.98 21.40 25.41 35 10.43 1.20 10.19 13.02 35 2.80 0.53 2.59 4.13
12 22 11.32 0.28 11.28 11.79 22 20.60 1.17 20.96 22.19 22 9.01 0.54 9.14 9.74 22 2.27 0.40 2.11 3.34
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The results of the partition of the daily global, normal incidence, horizontal beam radiation and diffuse 
radiation values on the basis of the corresponding KT values (i.e., the criteria for classifying day type) are 
reported in Table 5. The discrepancy between the number of days in the corresponding individual radiation 
component is a result of the different missing days in each of them. The monthly average frequency of days 
according to their type gives an initial indication of the relative viability of different solar collector types. For 
example, concentrating solar collectors operate best under clear day conditions and, to a much lesser extent, 
under partially cloudy days. The major difference between day types is the significant reduction in the beam 
radiation which also affects the global irradiation level. For the current station, the monthly average daily 
beam normal radiation available for energy conversion on partially cloudy days is reduced by a factor ranging 
from 0.54 to 0.69 relative to that available on clear days. Regarding the global radiation, the reduction factor 
for partially cloudy days to that on clear days ranged from 0.71 to 0.79. Almost similar figures were obtained 
by Kudish and Ianetz (1996) at Beer Sheva in Israel.

The descriptive statistics of the sunshine duration as well as the relative sunshine duration are presented 
in Table 6 for each month of the year. The annual daily average is 7.0 hours with an annual total of 2555 hours. 
The monthly mean daily values range between 3.4 hours in January to 10.3 hours in July. The maximum daily 
value is 11.7 hours and it occurs in the summer months. The site is exposed to an average of about 57% of 
daily sunshine over the year. The monthly mean daily relative sunshine duration (σ) ranges between 0.35 in 
January to 0.73 in July. 

Table (6). Descriptive statistics of mean daily sunshine duration (Sd) (hrs) and its mean daily relative 
sunshine duration  (σ) for each month of the year.

Month N Mean StDev CV(%) Q1 Median Q3 Max N Mean StDev CV(%) Q1 Median Q3 Max
1 155 3.4 2.30 66.8 1.4 3.6 5.6 7.1 155 0.345 0.230 66.8 0.138 0.364 0.552 0.706
2 140 4.6 2.47 54.1 2.7 4.8 6.9 8.3 140 0.425 0.229 53.9 0.258 0.446 0.644 0.754
3 155 6.4 2.77 43.1 4.9 7.0 8.8 9.8 155 0.546 0.235 43.0 0.411 0.597 0.761 0.799
4 150 7.9 2.75 34.6 6.1 9.2 10.2 10.7 150 0.615 0.211 34.3 0.475 0.709 0.793 0.809
5 155 8.8 2.55 29.0 6.8 9.9 11.0 11.5 155 0.635 0.183 28.8 0.483 0.721 0.793 0.811
6 150 9.5 2.15 22.6 7.9 10.4 11.4 11.7 150 0.665 0.150 22.6 0.551 0.723 0.796 0.817
7 155 10.3 1.44 14.0 10.1 11.0 11.2 11.6 155 0.732 0.102 13.9 0.709 0.782 0.799 0.813
8 155 9.4 1.56 16.7 8.4 10.0 10.6 11.0 155 0.706 0.117 16.6 0.638 0.760 0.797 0.809
9 150 8.1 1.84 22.8 6.6 8.9 9.6 10.1 150 0.664 0.150 22.5 0.547 0.742 0.789 0.800
10 155 6.5 1.96 30.3 5.1 6.8 8.2 9.0 155 0.582 0.174 29.8 0.463 0.619 0.746 0.778
11 150 4.9 2.07 41.9 3.8 5.1 6.9 7.8 150 0.486 0.203 41.7 0.373 0.510 0.682 0.743
12 155 3.9 2.12 54.9 2.2 3.9 5.7 6.8 155 0.398 0.218 54.9 0.228 0.402 0.590 0.705

Year 1825 7.0 3.16 45.2 4.8 7.1 9.8 11.7 1825 0.567 0.224 39.5 0.425 0.633 0.769 0.817

Daily Sunshine Duration (Sd) Relative Sunshine Duration (σ) (Sd/S0d)

Furthermore, the daily sunshine duration was compared with the daily global irradiation. As can be seen 
in Fig. 18a there is a strong relationship between the two variables. Figure 18b shows the relationship between 
the clearness index (KT) and the relative sunshine duration (σ). As it can be seen there is a strong relationship 
between the two variables. Most of the points are spread within the prediction intervals of the regression 
line. If the residuals of KT are greater than 0.2, then the points are excluded from the analysis (Scharmer and 
Greif, 2000). The deviations of residuals from the calculated regression line are lower than 0.15 indicating very 
good quality of the data. The relationship between the daily clearness index (KT) and the relative sunshine 
duration (σ) is also shown in Fig. 18b. Almost similar values for the intercept and slope were found for other 
two locations in Cyprus (Kalogirou et al. 2017).
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Figure (18a). Relationship between the daily global radiation (Gd) in MJ/m2 and daily sunshine duration 
(Sd).

Figure (18b). Distribution of clearness index (KT) against relative sunshine duration (σ) at Farmakas.

3.2.2. Daily Diffuse fraction (KD)
The daily diffuse fraction (KD) is the ratio of daily diffuse radiation to the daily global radiation. Table 7 

presents the descriptive statistics of this fraction. KD ranges from 0.28 in summer to 0.55 in winter. Fig. 19a 
shows the relationship between the daily diffuse fraction and the daily clearness index (KT), while Fig. 19b 
shows the relationship between the daily diffuse fraction and the relative sunshine duration. Both equations 
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can be used to estimate daily diffuse radiation. The quadratic equations associated with the said relationships 
for the period 2016-2019 have the following forms:

. . . . ...................................................................................... ( )K K K R1 145 1 81 0 783 0 83 36D T T
2 2= - + =

. . . . ........................................................................................ ( )K R0 927 1 403 0 706 0 85 37D
2 2v v= + + =

The linear regressions between the said relationships show slightly lower correlation coefficients. Almost 
similar equations were obtained by Kalogirou et al. (2017) for Athalassa and Larnaca.

Table (7). Descriptive statistics of the daily diffuse fraction (KD) and beam horizontal fraction (KB)

Month N Mean StDev CV (%) Min Q1 Median Q3 Max N Mean StDev CV (%) Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
1 148 0.555 0.243 43.72 0.165 0.341 0.533 0.780 0.960 148 0.433 0.245 56.61 0.025 0.209 0.432 0.652 0.830
2 126 0.516 0.226 43.89 0.169 0.336 0.468 0.673 0.947 126 0.479 0.227 47.41 0.053 0.291 0.521 0.664 0.836
3 139 0.442 0.209 47.35 0.174 0.277 0.385 0.547 0.977 139 0.542 0.217 39.95 0.023 0.388 0.607 0.716 0.823
4 132 0.399 0.171 42.82 0.173 0.253 0.378 0.513 0.940 132 0.588 0.173 29.44 0.056 0.456 0.604 0.743 0.827
5 154 0.395 0.124 31.33 0.223 0.301 0.369 0.468 0.910 154 0.603 0.124 20.60 0.089 0.529 0.629 0.698 0.776
6 150 0.381 0.094 24.57 0.257 0.300 0.363 0.454 0.714 150 0.617 0.094 15.29 0.280 0.545 0.634 0.700 0.742
7 155 0.314 0.070 22.25 0.226 0.264 0.294 0.348 0.583 155 0.684 0.070 10.29 0.413 0.651 0.706 0.736 0.773
8 155 0.287 0.075 26.32 0.185 0.219 0.268 0.337 0.496 155 0.711 0.076 10.68 0.500 0.659 0.729 0.778 0.814
9 150 0.279 0.085 30.54 0.167 0.210 0.255 0.334 0.519 150 0.720 0.085 11.87 0.478 0.665 0.742 0.789 0.833
10 155 0.336 0.132 39.25 0.154 0.233 0.311 0.391 0.876 155 0.661 0.134 20.24 0.125 0.609 0.686 0.765 0.841
11 150 0.403 0.198 49.10 0.158 0.254 0.356 0.478 0.965 150 0.590 0.199 33.74 0.033 0.514 0.639 0.740 0.840
12 155 0.482 0.229 47.41 0.162 0.286 0.458 0.658 0.972 155 0.514 0.230 44.77 0.023 0.337 0.536 0.710 0.834

Year 1769 0.396 0.185 46.61 0.154 0.261 0.346 0.474 0.977 1769 0.598 0.188 31.40 0.023 0.518 0.650 0.737 0.841

Diffuse fraction (KD) Beam Horizontal Ratio (KB)

Figure (19. a) Relationship between the daily diffuse fraction (KD) and the daily clearness index (KT), b) 
Relationship between the daily diffuse fraction (KD) and the relative sunshine (σ).

3.2.3. Daily horizontal Beam ratio (KB) 
The daily horizontal beam fraction (KB) is defined as the ratio of daily horizontal beam irradiation (Bd) 

to the daily global irradiation (Gd). The daily horizontal beam clearness index is defined as the ratio of daily 
horizontal irradiation (Bd) to the external horizontal irradiation (G0d). KB is less variable during the summer 
months, but it shows high variability during the rest of the year (Table 7). Similar variability occurs for the 
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beam clearness index. The quadratic equations associated with the clearness index and the relative sunshine 
duration have the following forms: 

. . . . ................................................................................. ( )K K K R0 153 1 805 0 769 0 85 38B T T
2 2=- + - =

. . . . ........................................................................................ ( )K R0 066 1 404 0 701 0 84 39B
2 2v v= - + =

3.2.4. Modeling daily diffuse radiation
Various empirical relationships can be used to estimate the daily diffuse radiation. For this purpose, 

the daily diffuse fraction  KD=Dd/Gd   is correlated to the first, second and third order correlations with 
the clearness index KT=Gd/G0d and the relative sunshine duration σ=Sd/S0d. It is found that the third order 
correlations do not improve the accuracy of the estimation of diffuse irradiation. The models was developed 
based on a four years ‘training data set’ (2016-2019) and the performance of the models were tested against 
the ‘validation data set’ of the year 2020, using the most popular statistical methods such as Mean Bias Error 
(MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and the coefficient of determination (R2). For higher modeling 
accuracy, these estimators should be closer to zero, and R2 should approach 1. Table 8 summarizes the results 
of estimated diffuse irradiation based on the validation data set (year 2020) based on statistical estimators as 
described above. Both equations show almost similar errors.

Table (8). Mean Bias Error (MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) 
for the estimated diffuse irradiation based on Eq. (36 and 37) and the calculated diffuse irradiation 
(Gd-Bd) in MJ/m2.

Estimated Daily Diffuse MBE (MJ/m2) RMSE (MJ/m2) R2

Eq. (36) 0.139 1.015 0.84
Eq. (37) 0.070 1.013 0.84

4. CONCLUSIONS
Hourly data of global horizontal irradiance (G) were obtained from the automatic weather station of 

Farmakas, an inland location in Cyprus at the height of 833 m, covering the period 2016-2020. A CM-11 
Kipp & Zonen pyranometer was used for the measurement of global radiation. For the sunshine duration 
measurements, a Kipp & Zonen CSD3 sunshine duration sensor is used. The sensor, at the same time, measures 
the direct normal irradiance (Bn) in W/m2. The first objective of the study was the assessment of the measured 
radiation components. For this purpose, the data underwent an extensive quality control process for both 
hourly and daily values which was followed by a statistical analysis of the shortwave radiation components 
and the derived indices. The second objective of the study refers to the modeling of the diffuse fraction and 
the estimation of diffuse and direct normal irradiance based on the BRL model. 

Monthly mean hourly values of shortwave irradiances are shown by means of isoline diagrams. These 
values are considered representative of the solar radiation behavior along a typical year and can be useful 
for exploiting solar energy applications. July was found to be the month with maximum values of direct 
horizontal and global radiation. At noon, in July, about 675 W/m2 and 940 W/m2 are reported, respectively. 
The estimated diffuse irradiance fluctuates between 160 W/m2 and 330 W/m2. Seasonal analysis allows 
highlighting the difference between summer and winter irradiation conditions.

Monthly means of clearness index (kt) range between 0.3 and 0.6 with the highest occurring in summer. 
Values higher than 0.65 are obtained for the period of May-September, indicating a high percentage of clear 
days. Almost similar pattern is followed by the beam fraction (kb). On the other hand, the diffuse fraction 
(kd) shows higher values in winter and the lowest in summer ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. However, kd has a lot of 
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outliers in the summer months, since few days with clouds can cause this variability. 

The BRL model (a multiple variable logistic model for the diffuse solar fraction) was used to obtain hourly 
diffuse radiation and from that the direct normal solar radiation. Considering the error analysis, the results 
show that the BRL model can estimate satisfactorily both the diffuse solar irradiance as well as the direct 
normal irradiance. The model was developed based on a four years ‘training data set’ (2016-2019) and the 
performance of the model was tested against the ‘validation data set’ of the year 2020, using the most popular 
statistical methods such as Mean Bias Error (MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and the coefficient of 
determination (R2). The estimated parameters were close to those obtained by Ridley et al. (2010) at Adelaide 
of Australia, i.e., a location with similar climatic conditions to Cyprus.

The annual average daily global radiation intensity is around 17.5 MJ/m2, whereas that for horizontal 
beam and diffuse radiation is 11.4 MJ/m2 and 5.9 MJ/m2, respectively. Consequently, the fraction of the beam 
component of the global radiation is relatively high, i.e., the annual average daily fraction is ≥ 0.600 at this 
site. The monthly mean daily values for the global radiation range between 7.5 and 27.5 MJ/m2, for the direct 
horizontal radiation they range between 4.0 and 19.0 MJ/m2 and for the diffuse radiation they fluctuate 
between 3.0 and 9.5 MJ/m2. Almost, similar values were obtained in Israel (Kudish and Ianetz, 1996).

The annual average of daily clearness index (KT) is 0.565 with a standard deviation of 0.161. The data 
were divided according to the clearness index value in three sky conditions: clear, partly cloudy and cloudy. 
The annual number of cloudy days is 44.4 (12.16%), the respective number for partially cloudy days is 172.6 
(47.29%) and 148 days are classified as clear days representing 40.55% of the annual number of days. The 
annual daily average sunshine duration is 7.0 hours with an annual total of 2555 hours. The monthly mean 
daily values range between 3.4 hours in January to 10.3 hours in July. The maximum daily value is 11.7 hours 
and it occurs in the summer months. The monthly mean daily relative sunshine duration ranges between 0.35 
in January to 0.73 in July. 

This work has specifically contributed to the characterization and analysis of hourly and daily solar 
radiation. As shown it is proved that this is a valid method to decompose global solar radiation to its direct 
and diffuse components by using hourly measurements of global radiation and sunshine duration, which is 
valuable for engineers.
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NOMENCLATURE
AST  Apparent Solar Time (hour)

B  Hourly horizontal beam irradiance (W/m2)

Bd  Daily horizontal beam irradiation (MJ/m2)

Bc  Hourly horizontal beam irradiance for clear-sky conditions (W/m2)

Bcd  Daily horizontal beam irradiation for clear-sky conditions (MJ/m2)

Bn  Hourly normal beam irradiance (W/m2)

Bnd  Daily normal beam irradiation (MJ/m2)

Bnc  Hourly normal beam irradiance for clear-sky conditions (W/m2)

Bncd  Daily normal beam irradiation for clear-sky conditions (MJ/m2)
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Bn_est  Hourly estimated normal beam irradiance using BRL model (W/m2)

BRL  Boland-Ridley-Lauret model

c  Correction for summer time (c=1 for summer and c=0 for winter)

CDF  Cumulative density function

CV  Coefficient of variation (%)

dn  Day number of the year (1..365)

D  Hourly diffuse horizontal irradiance (W/m2)

Dd  Daily diffuse irradiation (MJ/m2)

Dc  Hourly diffuse irradiance on clear days (W/m2)

e  Screen level water vapour pressure (hPa)

es  Saturated screen level water vapour pressure (hPa)

Ei  Estimated irradiance (W/m2)

Et  Equation of time (min)

ERL  ‘Extremely rare’ (ERL) limits (W/m2)

G  Hourly global solar irradiance (W/m2)

Gd   Daily global solar irradiation (MJ/m2)

G0  Hourly Extraterrestrial horizontal irradiance (W/m2)

0dG    Daily extraterrestrial irradiation (ETR) (MJ/m2)

Gc  Clear-sky global solar irradiance (W/m2)

Gcd   Daily global irradiation for clear-sky conditions (MJ/m2)

Gsc  Solar constant (1367 Wm2)

Gmax  Highest daily global solar irradiance (W/m2)

kb  Hourly ratio of direct horizontal irradiance to global irradiance (B/G)

KB  Daily ratio of direct horizontal irradiation to global irradiation (Bd/Gd)

kd  Hourly ratio of diffuse horizontal irradiance to global irradiance (D/G)

KD  Daily ratio of diffuse horizontal irradiation to global irradiation (Dd/Gd)

kt  Hourly clearness index (G/G0)

KT  Daily clearness index (Gd/G0d)

LF  Conversion factor for PAR irradiance (4.57 μmol s-1 W-1) (McCree, 1972)

m  Optical air mass

Mi  Measured irradiance (W/m2)

MBE  Mean Bias Error

MMH Mean Monthly Hourly

n  Number of observations
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N  Number of days

PARE  Hourly Photosynthetic Active Irradiance (W/m2)

PAREd Daily Photosynthetic Active Irradiation (MJ/m2)

PARESC PAR Solar constant (534.6 W/m2)

PARE0 Hourly Photosynthetic Active Irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (W/m2)

PARE0d Daily Photosynthetic Active Irradiation at the top of the atmosphere (MJ/m2)

PPFD  Hourly Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (μmol s-1 m-2)

PPL  ‘Physically possible’ limits (W/m2)

P/P0  Pressure correction for station height

R2  Coefficient of determination

RH  Relative humidity (%)

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

S  Standard deviation of residuals

Sd  Daily sunshine duration (hours)

S0d  Astronomical day length (hours)

StDev  Standard deviation (Std)

t  Local time (hour)

Ta(°C) Air temperature at screen level (0C), Ta(K)=273.16+ Ta(°C)

TLK  Linke Turbidity Factor

z  Station’s elevation (m)

Greek:

αs  Solar altitude angle (degrees)

δ  Solar declination angle (degrees)

δr(m)  Rayleigh optical depth at air mass m 

ε  Correction factor to mean solar distance

zθ    Solar zenith angle (SZA) (degrees)

λ  Longitude of the station in degrees (East positive)

λST  Reference longitude of the time zone in degrees (for Cyprus= 300)

σ  Relative sunshine duration (Sd/S0d)

φ  Latitude of the station in degrees

ψ  Persistence parameter in BRL model as an average of lag and lead of clearness index

ω  Hour angle (degrees)

ωs  Sunset hour angle (degrees)
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